
 
 
2 June 2020 
 
CAIC CHAT GROUP RULES – IMMEDIATELY APPLICABLE 
 
Please take time to read some of the rules of the CAIC chat groups both National; Provincial; 
Districts and Regional groups. These rules are not exhaustive. 
 
The objective of this group is basically for church Challenges and Information and to bring 
together all Independent Churches, as well as pertinent news that affects us independent 
churches. 
 
You are allowed to promote your church activities provided your church is in good-standing. 
 
The following is NOT be allowed; 

1. 👎 NO POSTING OF LINKS AND POACHING 

2. 👎 Racist comments / unnecessary debates / accusations 

3. 👎Sexist remarks or comments 

4. 👎Discrimination 

5. 👎False information 

6. 👎Irrelevant topics such as discussing personal lives of people. 

7. 👎Abbreviated text. (Please type full words so it is straight forward to understand) 

8. 👎 Fighting 

9. 👎 No swearing please 

10. 👎 No advertising unless it is a member-church in good standing with CAIC membership 

or religious material related to CAIC and affiliated organizations such as SACC. 

11. 👎 No chain messages. 

12. 👎 No repeat of messages. 

13. 👎 No Posting of too many videos and pictures. 

14. 👎 Chatter on the group needs to remain relevant and minimum so that people note 

when messages are posted. 

15. 👎 Please use English as the official language for the groups. If you are using any other 

language, kindly give translation. 
16. Only admin to add people. 
17. If you feel that the group is not for you, kindly advise the admin so when you leave the 

group, they will not re-add you. 
18. Kindly ensure if anyone wants to be added, they should request the admin directly. 
19. Members may ask questions of clarity and such will be responded to and if one is not 

happy they can speak with the General Secretary offline. 
20. Maximum respect should be upheld at all times. 
21. If not happy about anything, please lodge complain with General Secretary's office or 

provincial coordinator in your province.  
22. CAIC members will Always promote UNITY in CAIC. 



23. CAIC groups are & will remain Apolitical. 

24. 👎Political statements & discussions are allowed in the CAIC groups. 

25. However, CAIC will support service delivery programs of government. 
26. Furthermore admin/s do not take any responsibility for what members post and admins 

will not be held responsible for any post. 
 
"Working Together We Can Do More" 
 

We thank you🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼... 

 

 
 
BISHOP DR TS NGCANA 
GENERAL SECRETARY 
 


